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We find the behavior at past null infinity of the electromagnetic field of two slowly moving,
interacting charged particles. We find that the retarded electromagnetic field does not fall off
rapidly enough to satisfy the peeling theorem. This result is a simple analog of the Walker and Will
post Newtonian calculation of the gravitational field of the relativistic Kepler problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A useful idealization in general relativity is the notion of an isolated system. This is a spacetime where, in some
sense, at large distances from a central region, the metric tends to that of Minkowski spacetime. Perhaps the most
elegant denition of isolated gravitating system is Penrose’s asymptotic flatness at null innity. [1,2] (The idea of
asymptotic flatness at null innity is based on work of Bondi, van der Burg and Metzner [3] and Sachs [4] and is
distinct from the idea of asymptotic flatness at spatial innity as developed by Arnowitt, Deser and Misner [5] and
Geroch [6] . The two approaches were later unied by Ashtekar and Hansen [7] and Ashtekar [8]). The denition of
asymptotic flatness at null innity includes the physical metric gab along with an \unphysical" metric ~gab satisfying
~gab = Ω2 gab. Here Ω is called the conformal factor. The points where Ω = 0 are the idealized boundary at innity
and are called null innity or J( . Null innity has two components: future null innity or J( +, the set of idealized
points at large distance and late times, and past null innity or J( −, the points at large distance and early time. Both
~gab and Ω are required to be smooth at J( with raΩ nonvanishing and null there. A spacetime (M, gab) satisfying
these properties is called asymptotically flat at null innity.
From the assumption that ~gab is smooth, it follows that in the physical spacetime certain components of the Weyl
tensor tend to zero as certain powers of r−1 as r !1. This result is called the peeling theorem. [2] Similarly, suppose
that an asymptotically flat spacetime posesses a Maxwell eld Fab where Fab is smooth at J( in the unphysical
spacetime. Then the peeling theorem states that certain components of Fab in the physical spacetime tend to zero as
certain powers of r−1 as r !1. As a consequence of the peeling theorem, if a physical spacetime has a Weyl tensor
whose components do not fall o in the appropriate way, then the spacetime is not asymptotically flat.
Is the Penrose denition an appropriate mathematical characterization of an isolated system? That is, are physically
reasonable isolated systems asymptotically flat in the sense of Penrose? There are several ways one could approach
this question: (i) Examine closed form solutions of the Einstein eld equations to see whether the ones representing
physically reasonable isolated systems are asymptotically flat. (ii) See whether small perturbations can destroy
asymptotic flatness. (iii) See whether the evolution of initial data for an isolated system results in an asymptotically
flat spacetime. (iv) Pick a particular, physically interesting, isolated system and (possibly using approximation
techniques) calculate the behavior of the Weyl tensor at large r to see whether the peeling theorem is satised.
A survey of closed form exact solutions gives limitted information. The known asymptotically flat exact solutions
are static or stationary, [9] or have boost-rotation symmetry. [9{14] The static or stationary solutions give limitted
information because they cannot posess gravitational radiation. The boost-rotation symmetric spacetimes have the
property that the sources of radiation eventually reach innity (in mathematical terms, the generators of J( are
incomplete). So it is not clear whether these spacetimes should be regarded as isolated systems. One could search
for a more general class of asymptotically flat exact solutions. However, theorems due to Ashtekar and Xanthopolous
[15] and Ashtekar and Schmidt [16] show that an asymptotically flat spacetime with radiation and a complete J( can
have at most one Killing eld. The existence of one Killing eld does not simplify Einstein’s equation enough to make
the problem of nding exact solutions tractable. One might be tempted to use the existence of conformal Killing
elds instead of Killing elds as a simplifying assumption. However, this will not work because of an incompatibility
between asymptotic flatness and the presence of a conformal isometry. [17]
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Mixed results come from the study of perturbations of asymptotically flat spacetimes. A result due to Geroch
and Xanthopoulos [18] shows that there is a sense in which small perturbations of an asymptotically flat spacetime
preserve asymptotic flatness. On the other hand, studies by Schmidt and Stewart [19] and by Porill and Stewart [20]
of test elds on Schwarzschild spacetime indicate that small perturbations of this spacetime can destroy asymptotic
flatness (but see the work of Habisohn [21] on this subject for a dierent conclusion).
Results from the evolution of initial data are also mixed. Friedrich [22,23] considers initial data on a hyperboloidal
surface  that goes out to J( +. He shows that the evolution of such data is asymptotically flat at J( + to the future of
. Christodoulou and Klainerman [24] consider initial data that are asymptotically flat at spatial innity and whose
norm (in a particular Sobolev space) is suciently small. They prove a global existence theorem and show that at
late times and large distances the solution approaches the Minkowski metric. However, the rate of approach is not
suciently rapid to satisfy the peeling theorem. Therefore, these solutions are not asymptotically flat in the sense of
Penrose.
Walker and Will [25,26] consider a particular simple and physically interesting isolated system: two small, slowly
moving objects subject to their mutual gravitational force. In Newtonian gravity, this is the well known Kepler problem
with the well known closed form solution involving elliptic (or hyperbolic or parabolic) orbits of the objects. The
Newtonian Kepler problem can be solved in closed form due to the presence of conserved quantities: energy, angular
momentum and the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector. [27] However, in general relativity a pair of orbitting objects can emit
gravitational radiation that carries away energy and angular momentum. Therefore the general relativistic Kepler
problem does not have constants of the motion and cannot be solved in closed form. Nonetheless, for slowly moving
objects, the motion is nearly Newtonian and the problem can be solved using the post-Newtonian approximation.
This is the approach taken in references [25,26]. Assuming slow motion and retarded elds, Walker and Will use the
post-Newtonian approximation to nd the motion of the objects. They then nd the behavior of the gravitational
eld at null innity. The result is that the Weyl tensor obeys the peeling theorem at J( + but not at J( −. This system
is therefore not asymptotically flat at past null innity.
There is, however, a diculty with the claim that the components of the Weyl tensor do not peel properly. As
pointed out by Schmidt and noted by Walker and Will [26], the peeling theorem uses a choice of coordinates and
conformal factor such that Ω and the unphysical metric ~gab are smooth. For brevity, we will refer to the choice of
coordinates and conformal factor as a \choice of J( ." Given an asymptotically flat spacetime, one can, with a bad
choice of J( , produce components of the Weyl tensor that do not peel properly. In reference [26] the choice of J( used
is that of Minkowski spacetime. This is not the correct choice of J( for the actual spacetime. However, Walker and
Will argue that this choice of J( alone is unlikely to account for the particular behavior of the Weyl tensor that they
nd, and that therefore their conclusions still stand.
It would be helpful to have an example like that of references [25,26], but that does not suer from this diculty
involving the choice of J( . Recall that the peeling theorem applies not only to the components of the Weyl tensor,
but also to the components of a Maxwell tensor Fab. In particular, there is a peeling theorem for electromagnetic
elds in Minkowski spacetime. If the conclusions of reference [26] are correct, then one would expect similar behavior
in an electromagnetic analog of the relativistic Kepler problem: the behavior of two charged objects in Minkowski
spacetime subject to their mutual electromagnetic interaction.
This paper treats this electromagnetic analog of the relativistic Kepler problem. In section 2, the electromagnetic
eld is calculated at J( + and J( −. We use the retarded Green’s function to nd the electromagnetic eld. We
assume that the objects are moving slowly and treat them using the slow motion approximation (essentially the
electromagnetic analog of the post Newtonian approximation). The result is that the components of the Maxwell
tensor obey the peeling theorem at J( + but not at J( −. In other words, the behavior found by Walker and Will for the
relativistic Kepler problem is also exhibitted by this electromagnetic analog. In section 3, we consider an alternative
to the use of the retarded Green’s function. Our electromagnetic Kepler problem can be treated as an initial value
problem. We argue that there is a choice of initial data whose evolution gives an electromagnetic eld that obeys the
peeling theorem at both J( + and J( −. Thus the results of section 2 (and perhaps also those of reference [26]) can be
regarded as an incompatibility between use of the retarded Green’s function and asymptotic flatness at J( −.
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC KEPLER PROBLEM
We begin with Minkowski spacetime with the usual spherical polar coordinates (t, r, θ, φ). Introduce null coordinates
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p
2 (1)
The electromagnetic eld is characterized by the Newman-Penrose scalars φ0, φ1 and φ2 given by








φ2 = Fab manb (2)
Choose Ω = r−1. Then the coordinates (Ω, u, θ, φ) are good at J( +, while the coordinates (Ω, v, θ, φ) are good at
J( −. What is the relation between the Newman-Penrose scalars and coordinate components of Fab? Using equations
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Thus, smoothness of the Maxwell tensor in the unphysical spacetime at J( − requires that φ0, φ1 and φ2 fall o
as r−1, r−2 and r−3 respectively. This is just the usual peeling theorem. [2] The corresponding calculation in the
(Ω, u, θ, φ) coordinate system shows that φ0, φ1 and φ2 must fall o as r−3, r−2 and r−1 at J( + if the Maxwell tensor
is smooth there.
Leipold and Walker [28] nd the behavior at J( − of the retarded Maxwell eld of a large class of currents. However,
a particular property of our Kepler problem analog, the fact that the charges are not bound at early times, prevents
our current from satisfying the Leipold-Walker conditions. Therefore, we cannot simply apply the results of reference
[28] and must calculate the Maxwell eld.
We now calculate the behavior of the Newman-Penrose scalars on J( . Our method is essentially the same as that
used by Walker and Will: we choose the retarded solution, expand the vector potential in powers of r−1 and nd
the Newman-Penrose scalars. We then apply the slow motion approximation, and nally specialize to the case of two
small objects. The calculation and results are somewhat simpler than those of reference [26] because (i) a Maxwell
tensor is simpler than a Weyl tensor, and (ii) to check the peeling property requires only an expansion to order r−3,
whereas powers up to r−5 are required for the Weyl tensor.
The Maxwell tensor Fab is given by Fab = 2∂[aAb] where Aa is the vector potential. Choosing the retarded Green’s




j~x − ~x0j d
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Here s  t − j~x − ~x0j, the subscript µ denotes components in Cartesian coordinates and jµ is the current four-vector.
















(3y2 − z2) jµ + y (y2 − z2) jµ,0 + 18 (y
2 − z2)2 jµ,00

(5)
Here all vectors on the right hand side are evaluated with the argument (u+y, ~x0) and a subscript , 0 denotes derivative
with respect to the time argument. The quantities y and z are given by y  r^  ~x0 and z  r0.
For any vector Sa we have an expansion in the null tetrad basis: Sa = Sl la + Sn na + Sm ma + S m ma. Dene
w  ~m  ~x0. Then, using equations (5,1,2) along with some identities that follow from ∂µjµ = 0, some straightforward
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Here, all vector components are evaluated with the argument (u + y, ~x0).
We now apply the slow motion approximation. We assume that the objects are moving slowly, expand all quantities
in equations (6, 7,8) in powers of the speed of the objects, and, at each order in r−1, keep only the term that is lowest
order in the speed. Let q be the total charge of the system, and let ~p(t) be the total dipole moment of the system at
time t. Denote derivative with respect to time by an overdot. The result is
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Taking the limit of large r and constant u of equations (9, 10,11) we nd that the quantities φ0, φ1 and φ2 go to
zero as r−3, r−2 and r−1 respectively. In other words, at J( + the Maxwell eld has the properties required by the
peeling theorem.
Now we would like to know whether the requirements of the peeling theorem are satised at J( −. Recall that J( −
is the limit of large r and constant v. Since u = v − 2r, the behavior of the Newman-Penrose scalars at J( − is given
by the large r constant v limit of equations (9, 10,11) where the argument of the dipole moment is v − 2r. Thus the
behavior of the Newman-Penrose scalars on J( − depends on the precise nature of the behavior of the dipole moment
in the innite past.
We now specialize to the case of two small objects with charges, masses and positions (q1, m1, ~x1) and (q2, m2, ~x2)
respectively. Since, by assumption, the objects are slowly moving, at any given time the motion is well approximated
by some Kepler orbit. In the limit of very early times, this must be an unbound (E  0) orbit. Thus at early times the
separation of the objects becomes arbitrarily large. Choose the origin of coordinates at the center of mass, and assume
that at early times, radiation reaction can be neglected and the particles interact by the Coulomb force. Dene the
quantities k and ~v−1 by









Taking the limit as r ! 1 with v constant of equations(9, 10,11) and keeping only the dominant term, the result is
the following:


















~m  ~v−1 (16)
Here r0 is an arbitrary constant (arbitrary, because we are keeping only the dominant term, which in this case is the
logarithmically divergent one, and a change in r0 only adds a constant).
From equation (16) it is clear that the peeling theorem is not satised, since φ2 does not fall o as fast as r−3.
Therefore Fab is not smooth at J( − in the unphysical spacetime. This is analogous to the behavior found by Walker
and Will for the relativistic Kepler problem.
III. INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM
We have shown that, if one uses the retarded Green’s function, the electromagnetic eld of our analog of the
relativistic Kepler problem does not obey the peeling theorem at J( −. In this section, we argue that a dierent choice
of Green’s function, the initial data Green’s function, as used e.g. by Futamase and Schutz [29], can lead to an Fab
that obeys the peeling theorem at both J( + and J( −. Choose initial data for Fab on a t = constant surface . For any
point p to the future of , let Cp be the past light cone of p. Then, using the initial data Green’s function, the vector
potential at p consists of two integrals: one involving the current on Cp to the future of , and the other involving
the initial data at  \ Cp. The corresponding statement holds for the future light cone of a point to the past of .
Now recall that Minkowski spacetime is conformally related to a portion of the Einstein static universe. [30] The
boundary in the Einstein static universe of the Minkowski portion consists of J( +, J( − and three points: future timelike
innity (i+), past timelike innity (i−) and spatial innity (i0). A Maxwell eld on Minkowski spacetime gives rise
to a Maxwell eld on the corresponding portion of the Einstein static universe. However, the Maxwell eld may not
extend to J( , the initial data may not extend to i0 and the current may not extend to i+ or i−.
The conformal relation between Minkowski spacetime and the Einstein static universe gives us a simple way to
understand the results of the previous section. Using the retarded Green’s function, the Maxwell eld at J( + has no
dependence on elds at i+, i− or i0 and therefore it is smooth. However, the Maxwell eld at J( − depends on the
current at i− The current of our Kepler problem is not smooth at i− and this leads the retarded Maxwell eld not to
be smooth at J( −.
Now consider the Maxwell eld of the initial data Green’s function. The Maxwell eld at J( (both J( − and J( +) has
no dependence on the current at i+ or i−. Thus the lack of smoothness of the current at i− does not cause diculties.
However, the Maxwell eld at both J( + and J( − depends on the behavior of the initial data at i0.
Is it possible to choose initial data at i0 in such a way that the Maxwell eld is smooth at both J( + and J( −? We now
argue that it is. The current has compact spatial support and therefore gives rise to a smooth current on the initial
data surface in the Einstein static universe. Given a smooth current on the initial data surface in the Einstein static
universe, smooth initial data must satisfy the Maxwell constraint equations. Is there always a solution? Unfortunately,
the answer is no. Recall that the total charge in a closed universe must be zero. Therefore if the current has nonzero
total charge, there is no smooth solution of the constraint equations. However, if the total charge is zero, we expect
there to be a smooth solution of the constraint equations. Using these initial data, the resulting solution of Maxwell’s
equations will be smooth at both J( + and J( −.
Now return to the general case where the total charge is nonzero. By adding and subtracting the current of a static,
spherically symmetric conguration of charge, we can write the current as the sum of a spherically symmetric current
and a current with zero charge. By the argument of the previous paragraph, the current with zero charge gives rise to
a Maxwell eld that is smooth at J( + and J( −. However, the spherical charge conguration gives rise to the Coulomb
eld, which is also smooth at J( + and J( −. Therefore, the Maxwell eld of the original current is smooth at J( + and
J( −.
Our analog of the relativistic Kepler problem therefore shows that smoothness at J( − is incompatible with the use
of the retarded Green’s function; but not with the use of the initial data Green’s function. This may also be true of
the relativistic Kepler problem studied by Walker and Will. Thus, in studying that system, one would have a choice:
either don’t use the retarded Green’s function, or accept a lack of peeling at J( −.
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